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The Elite in the Afterlife
By Hugh W. Johnston]

Ancient Egypt was populated essentially by two classes of people:
those who worked the land, and the elite overseers known to us as
the nobles. The latter, perhaps only five percent of the population,
were the only ones who could read and write.  Most held the title
of "sdibe" in addition to other appellations.  They were wealthy
enough to plan and build sumptuous tombs (with permission of
their king).  From the earliest recorded times their tombs
dotted the cliffi of the Nile Valley from Memphis to Aswan. Egypt 1316

Early tombs featured wall carvings and paintings deseribing the luxurious lives the tomb owners
expected to lead in the fields of z.cz" after being judged "true of voice. " Graduauy over time,
especially in the New Kingdom, the emphasis of the paintings shifted to desoriptions of the journey
the blessed dead expected to make through the Underworld in the company of Re' in his sun boat.

This narrative is divided into two parts, as it describes scenes on postage stamps illustrating two
concepts of the Afterlife which, in the minds of the ancient scribes, did not seem to conflict at all.2

I. Life in the Fields of J¢" -

Egypt 720

One of the prized possessions of the Cairo Egyptian Museum
is a small piece of painted plaster (27 cm. x 172 cm.) remov-
ed from the 77easfcz4¢ (Arabic word meaning "bench") of
Nefermaat, the first vizier of Snefru (2613-2589 B.C.). The
fragment, from a passage to the chapel of Atet's wife, is
popularly known as "The Geese of Meidum." The two red-
breasted geese shown here are part of a frieze that includes
two other different pairs

In the time of Khufu (2589-2566 B.C.) a stele in a "asftzb¢ or a tomb could incorporate a virtual
menu of food offerings for its owner.  h the background of a stamp commemorating
Champollion's decipherment of the Rosetta Stone, offerings for Princess Nefertiabet are described

Ei:]s¥:ieftn%;]e]nftfethLeosue:teed±nfip¥:es.9ftheprincesswhowasburiedinthenecropo|isofGira.
Continued on Page Three
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SIFTING  THE  LAST  DIRT
I thought about starting this  editorial with some lines by Lewis

Carroll about  "the time has  come",  only I'd get carried away a lot
more with the poem, so 1'11 save you that rhetoric.

This issue completes Volume XVIII and is also my final issue. I
have reached the point in my Ire when I no longer desire to even try to
stick  close  to  things  like  deadlines  or  completing  four issues  on  a
volume. When you reach the point when you feel you shouldn't get
into the boxes fun of items you need to get mounted in your albums
because you should instead work on a newsletter for some other fous
-then it's time to change priorities.

I, like many of you, have put away books, albums, stamps, covers,
and a whole allay of other things - to work on when I retire. Weu
I've  been  retired  for eight  years  and  "TEE  TIME  IIAS  COME",
thank you very much Lewis.

My  Czeslaw  Slania  exhibit  won  the  Grand Award  at  a  sman
Oregon show a few months ago and I have been invited to enter the
exhibit in a quite larger show. I could put in only 48 pages on that first
show but have committed to 150 pages for the next show.

I  have  collections  waiting  to  be  worked  on  for  Gemany  and
Colonies,  Sudetenland,  Ausdia,  Czechoslovakia,  Switzerland,  Italy
and  Colonies  as  wed as  my  own  pubHcation/album  ``4#fdy"drz.cs  cf
fzrfe!./afdy".  I am champing at the bit to get to work on my Monaco
History  on  Stamps,  Alcxander the  Great,  Ancient Libraries,  Seven
Wonders of the World, Navigators, Explorers and Their Maps, and
The Renaissance on Stamps, et. al.

I am very happy to have been a part of Old WronJd .4rc:haeo/ogisf for
a few years and I sincerely hope that possibly the past editor or anyone
else will come forward and take on the job. I have a few stories left
that could be tuned over to the new editor to get the job started a rae
easier. You would be able to change the format in any way you might
desire - it will be an yours to edit. I will be happy to assist anyone
taking on the job.

I am very indebted to several people who have consistently sup-
plied me with articles to publish. Particularly I want to pubncly give
my thanks to George Rohrer, Hugh Johnston, and Eileen Meier. Their
support and encouragement over the months has been the brightest
spot in this whole editorial effort. Many thanks.

Please  contact  President  Merle  Farrington  or  Secretary  Eneen
Meier at the addresses in the column at the left if you are interested in
being a part of this archaeological endeavor.

1'11 close with some more Lewis Carrou:
He throught he saw an albatross
That fluttered round the lamp;
He looked again, and found it was
A permy postage stamp.
"You'd best be getting home," he said,
"The nishts are very damp. "

Well here in Florence, Oregon the nights ARE wet and damp but
handling  the  albums  and boxes  of stamps  do  warm  me  up.  Once
again, my sincere than]es to all of you.

rf eeorge Holland
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Some of the finest reliefs of the Old kingdom are found in the
#2asftzba of Ti, a high court official and wealthy landowner.  Ti

2Z:S7u£?c?;Sacnadredefregu:`nthgethireefo¥N°£fu¥eefeerr2k4a5r3e.2K£?3:if)|7-

In this scene Ti (not visible on the stamp) supervises ship build-
ing -shaping a beam, sawing a post, and construction of the
vessel, with workmen using adzes, mallets and crowbars.  Ti
orders, "Take the ship down to the embarkation point."6

Egypt 1412

0             t7              t7
Wine     Zizyphus      Ritual    Carob

(ADate-       Loaves  Beans
hike Fruit)     of Bread

Egypt 954

Nefer and his father Ka-hay were buried about 2400 B.C. in a double
tomb south of the causeway leading to the pyramid of King Unas.7 0n the

stamp at the left, Nefer is shown with his wife Kheusuw.  While his
fu    name appears on the stamp, the rest of his several titles do not.  On
t5   the stela next to the false door in the tomb (from which the stamp

design was taken) the titles are at the top of the wall carving.
These include

Inspector of the Great House
Inspector of the Artisaus' Workshop
Controller of the Singers
Keeper of the Secrets of the King
Master of Honor before the Great God

The titles were hereditary.

Mereruka was the vizier to King Teti (2345-2333 B.C.). He married the king's eldest daughter,

;;da]##::::fththeecEeefs?nftf¢°6fasT:E'£oP#afds::Fa¥[a:¥'H:£aaq:e¥:;s]fp::*ed€Ca]:Si:°eI:bi:S
record of daily life in ancient Egypt.  The following scene, "Gathering of the Harvest," is a fine
example.
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Correctly franked and cancclcd at Cairo on April 10, 1931. Backstaaped April 14, 1931 at
Friedridhchaven, Germany. Stamps, from a set Of three, are nund>crcd Egypt 164 and 165.

Two additional examples of the kind of life Meruka expected to enjoy appear on a wall in the tomb:9

A boy's game, still played
today, is captioned
"Bring the Kid In"

Egypt 647

Egypt 646

The force-feeding of cattle is shown on a wall painting in the
tomb of Khnemhotep H at Beni Hasan in the time of Semoset
(1897-1878 B.C.).

A girl's game is
captioned

"Pressing the Grapes"

;JjJiar.aa:ffi
\,1^ Jri,

•#.####rigivJt.

Egypt 735
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Puyemre was the Second Prophet
of Amun in the time of Tutmose Ill
(1504-1450 B.C.). On the wall
paintings in his tomb are scenes of
chariot and weapon making. The
hieroglyphs read "Chariots of
Wood" and "House of weapons".

. `o..wi 6 .-.-. ; .  mg +ri3 ng  `S-re   n,   .   I  ¥  `' a   a  ®   *t:ltr  dfno`"`  6`  ev` ey   i.p`  i4  -   hi

€aYPT         £.a;~»,).Daaa+  at/.uly#L+qu.n}           Cffi

Background Color Variation

Relchmire served Tutmose Ill as vizier with responsibility for much of the day-to-day
administration. His tomb at Sheik `Abd el Kumeh reflects his high status. The inner corridor,
directly in front of the entrance, is erammed with pictures of trades and crafts. Shown here are
brick making and construction of temple walls.

Egypt 718

EGypT   ;9fr-fp   "

:/t+       +    i-i/     +    /++
P.a
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Egypt 16ae

Left and Right Stamps: "Making bricks to build anew the workshops [ofAmun] in Karnak".

:::tgi:`£:tu°ntheem£So°r::nurthaemwa#„#°nthetempleandfanes[temples][ofAmun]...

A fresco, c.  1400 B.C., from the tomb-chapel
of Nebamun, seribe and physician to the
king, at Deir el Medina portrays musicians
and dancers at a funereal banquet. The
hieroglyphs above the dancers read

[.  .  .] of scent,
which Ptah H)estows (?)] and Geb has made
to grow, and its beauty is in every body.
Ptah has made this with his hands so that his

heart be carefree.
The pools are full of water anew,
and the earth is flooded with his love.]]

EGYPT
1996

loop.     POSTDAY     +thJtLAjt±     ®`.+
(+Li'l -*JJl cqu

Egypt 1609

Scenes in tomb paintings usually connote more than appears at first alance. In the scene below
depicting the scribe Nakht (in the time of Tutmose IV, 1435-1417 B.C.) catching birds with a
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boomerang and spearing fish, his wife and three children appear. These family members would not
be expected to appear in a hunting scene. They add an erotic detail of Nakht's continuing to
prooreate in his life beyond the present. Note that the scribe omitted the spear!]2

„!Y.P&afflfl@
Li..:-`,

Hieroglyphs from the begin-
ning of a longer caption: "The
ally of the Lady of Sport, the
serving-priest [ofAmun . . .I,
the scribe Nakht, owoffafec7i!f,
amusing himself by looking at
the good things, and taking
exercise in the field at sports. "

55p. ff#i- 600    80p. ¥J.i# e^.
•'Lou-`++n.    `                                           a-+I.I-.

Egypt 1607-1608

Fishing and Fowling
Scene in Tomb

of
Nakht'

Western Thebes

The comment about erotic undertones is reinforced by
the caption of a hunting scene (not shown) taken from
the tomb of Amenemhet at Thebes, reign of Tutmose
IH (1479-1425 B.C.), now in the British Museum in
London: ". . . shooting the game of the desert, by the
one beloved of his lord, steward of the vizier, scribe
accountant of the grain . . ."

`<,,`.vr    ~`   ..,..., w    .    un    w    -tw`'rm    F

2oE  :^Gqtht#Eirp'T¥whffitfa#  #r*
ut-I  oulflfu

Eggiv 1693

Hieroglyphs above right read:
"The serving toriest of Amun, the
scribe] Nakht, owedfefec7.zf , traversing
the fowling pools, penetrating the
swamps, amusing himself by spear-
ing fish. "  [The title „!¢&fafec7" means
"Observer of the Hours, " possibly

keeping correct times of rituals.I

I,.;;?-:,;id#rfuRE--.i--I,=`ii.E]
Great Britain 1000

Menna was "Scribe of the fields of the Lord of the Two Lands of
Upper  and  Lower  Egypt."  He  is  generally  assumed  to  be  a
"cadaster scribe,"  responsible for the records of land ownership.

Far:igeoaftAd#e='o¥eF#ff3986h.£]S3t4°9mBb.'c?)Tt4£tisn°Wasoribed

This scene on a wall in Menna's tomb shows a team consisting of
two scribes of the fields, a rope bearer, and a rope stretcher. The

seribes, dressed in white, are followed by diminutive servants carrying their sandals, whting equip-
ment, and a white bundle of doth. At the two ends of the scene are the assistants measuring the field
with a rope. The scribes are measuring the size of the field in order
to collect taxes.]5

Counting  of the  harvest by  two  of the  eight  scribes  involved  is
shown on the same wall. The excerpt shown here is part of a large
wall painting depicting grain being trodden by cattle, winnowing,
the reporting of the yield to the steward and to officials standing
before Merma.

Egypt815
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Eayor        i993 L€9FF  i€it         cr`a.

Egypt 1498

Sennedjem was a worker in the
necropolis during the reigns of Seti
and Rauses 11 (c.  1291-1212 B.C.).
Though not of the nobility himself,
he managed to accumulate enough
wealth to build a fine tomb above
"The Place of Truth" at Deir el
Medina where the workers lived.

`Lo       6^.
5Ouuniy..FFAO"iiTfT-I_

Egypt C2| I

On both stamps the hierotlyphs can be read (vertical columns) from richt to left: "The servant in the

:I:=£:Tw¥ntha:e:i::£j;:fa£:tho£Lsj:]t6er[wife]Iy-neferti."Thepaintingshowingthecoupleharvesting

11. The Journey Throuch the Underworld -

EGYPT               Air Mail -o.[ra HL*             (aeA

i.-;-..±L,   i
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Egypt 178Z

As was noted in the introduction to this narrative, attention to
the journey of the dead person throuch the Underworld was
not inconsistent with a belief that a person could live a life in
the netherworld more perfect than that lived in the world from
which he came. But first he or she had to demonstrate that an
exemplary life had been lived. In the papyrus containing the
Book of the Dead of the Lady Anhei, a priestess of Amun (c.
1200-1085 B.C.), the heart of the deceased is shown being
weighed against the Feather of Truth.]7 The god of embalming,
Anubis, checks the scale as a monster awaits to devour the

heart, should there be an imbalance. Thoth, god of wisdom, records the result. Of course, the result
is favorable and Lady Anhei is free to continue her journey and join the Sun God in his boat as he
cruises nightly through the Underworld and arises in the dawn to eniise across the sky, giving life-
sustaining light and heat to the world.

During the Ramesside Period scenes of everyday life are almost
totally absent. In the tomb of Inherkha', Pharaoh's foreman in the
Place of Truth, a scene from the Book of the Dead shows the  tomb
owner steering the barge of the Sun on its nightly course. The
other passengers are Isis, Thoth, the Sun-god whose head is
replaced by a scarab, and the god Hu (the Divine Word).18

Egypt 1813
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Irinufer was a "Servant in the Place of Truth on the West" in
the Ramesside Period. A vaulted chamber in his tomb con-
tains excellent texts from the Book of the Dead. One scene
shows the dead man standing in the barge of the Sun while
worshiping the phoenix, the symbol of the rising sun and the
dead Sun-god Osiris.  In the earliest times it was the symbol
of the resurrection of mankind. A man's spiritual body was
believed to spring from the dead physical body, just as the
ldi:#gsunoftodayhaditsorigininthedeadsunofyester-

Egypt 1814

We conclude this presentation of stamps that illustrate how the ancient Egyptians viewed the
Afterlife. The scenes come from the daily life experiences of the well-born. Additional stamps could
be added, and the Egyptian Postal Printing Authority continues to offer new subjects each year,
especially for the commemoration of Post Day.
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